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EXPERIENCE

JESSICA SALVADOR
914 S Britain rd, Irving, TX 75060 | H: 4693214991 | C: 4693214991 | jlizsalvador536@gmail.com

Cash handling accuracy Loss prevention Organized Floor set design Time management Store
maintenance Excellent multi-tasker POS systems knowledge Friendly and outgoing Employee training

03/2016 to Current sales associate
Spencers irving, tx Met incoming customers and provided immediate
assistance.
Listened to customer needs and preferences to provide accurate advice.

03/2016 to Current PACKER
CKS Packaging － Dallas, TX

Completed housekeeping and maintenance duties in the production
area.
Inspected plastic panels for proper part identification.
Exemplified a positive attitude as a team member in a dynamic,
fast-paced environment.
Prepared slitting documents, core-tags, box labels and quality
documents and training documents without immediate supervision.
Informed relief shift and superiors about machine production and status,
material processes, department needs and any problems.

06/2015 to 12/2015 Selling Supervisor
Victoria Secret irving, tx Received and processed cash and credit
payments for in-store purchases.
Opened and closed the store, including counting cash, opening and
closing cash registers and creating staff assignments.
Shared product knowledge with customers while making personal
recommendations.
Worked as a team member to provide the highest level of service to
customers.
Led sales calls with team members to establish sales and customer
retention goals.
Hired and trained all sales staff for new store location.
Created and directed sales team training and development programs.

10/2014 to 12/2015 Flow Merch Supervisor
Victoria Secret irving, tx Designed displays to make the store experience
interactive and engaging.
Displayed the appropriate signage for products and sales promotions.
Upheld stock levels and proper pricing for multiple product lines.
Established and maintained proper high traffic displays, resulting in
increased sales.
Tracked shipping and weekly and monthly fallout.
Built effective relationships with each store to develop superior



EDUCATION

SKILLS

customer satisfaction.
Printed various labels and tags for all merchandise.

07/2007 to 09/2013 key holder
Irving, TX

Responded to safety and loss prevention incidents.
Organized in-store promotional events.
Set up visually appealing promotional displays.
Maintained store in clean and neat manner.
Signed for incoming shipments in manager's absence.
Evaluated transactions for suspected fraud.

hair, skin and nail Ogle cosmetology school Dallas, TX, usa Cosmetology
training

cash registers, closing, credit, customer satisfaction, loss prevention, neat,
pricing, safety, sales, shipping


